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A Weekly Newspaper By Students From The Evtinston,
Downtown, And Milford Campuses.
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NEWS. • • •. SEE PAGE 5
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CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1946

COUNClL ELECTIONS .OPEN TODAY
.Musketeers Seek First Wilt Tonight
Bucklew's. Bruised -Bovs
Face· Blue Streal{s Of
John Carroll ·At 8:30

Secret Ballot Determines .
Which Of 27 Students Get
Powerful C o u n c i I Seats

el

By Ralph ]rilian
Xavier's Musketeers will. try to annex their first win of
the season when they play host to John Carroll of Cleveland
in a night game this evening at Corcoran Field. Starting
time is listed for 8:30.
The ·game will be a renewal of a pre-war annual series
between ths schools. They last met in 1942 with Xavier coming out on top, 26-7. As a matter of fact, the Muskies have
never ,been defeated by John Carroll. In seven games, the
Clevelanders have only a 19-19 tie and six losses to show for
their efforts. That tie game was played twenty-four years

One

of the hottest and most important campaigns in the

I history of the Xavier campus is expected to open today and

: gain momentum this week as the candidates for the XU
~Student Council, prominent and powerful student govern; ing body, will be elected by secret ballot. The Rev. Frank
T. Dietz, S.J., Student Counsellor, announced today the roster of twenty-seven candidates; whose campaign managers
and committees are already in action and promoting not only
candidates but party platforms in true "big league" college
style.

The Xavier University News,
known as the "!Wes and ears" of
ago when John Carroll Univer- - - - - - - ·- - - - - - XU campuses and a potent insity was named St. Ignatius. The
fluence in student public opinrivalry was broken in 1923 and
ion, has .been openly blasted this
wasn't renewed until seventeen
week in the Bee Hive column for
yea~s lat:r, in 1940. The Blue and
its reported support of certain
White will have a two-fold purcandidates. Editors of the News
pose tonight; the first, and most
reached for comments today,
important, will be ito notch vieThe annual Holy Name Pastated that any promotion accom·tory numJber one on their schedrade andc Rally, to be held on
plished by the News was to stimule; the second, of course to keep
to
Sunday, October 15, promises
their victorious record against
The . Cle~ . Club is happy
ulate interest, as insufficient stuthis
year
to
be
as
solemn
and
the visitors intact.
welcome back one of Cincinas awe-inspiring an event as any dents had applied for candidacy
nati's outstanding leaders in the
held in previous years.
The until late this week.
The Blue Streaks were far field of :Music.
Mr. Franklin
Official ballots will be found
parade, consisting of ten divisions,
from impressive in dropping Bens, who has been directing
on
this ipage today and officials
, will assemble at 1: 15 p.m. at
their opener to Baldwin-Wallace Clef Clubs at Xavier since 1936.
urged every student, as a college
Race and Central Parkway.
by a lopsided 48-0 count. How- Mr. Be~s has only recently been
ever, the Yellow Jackets of B. discharged from the Navy after
In recent years 20 to 25 thou- citizen, to wield his power and
W. are one of the strongest small serving two and a half years
sand .people have taken part in cast his vote without fail for his
college elevens in ,the state. Since with duty in the Philippines and
the demonstration held at Cros- class representative. The importtheir opening loss, the S~reaks on Okinawa.
•.
ley field; because of the many ance of the Student Council is
· returned veterans and the relig- self evident since it is .the offihave i m ·~roved considerably,
Mr. Bens is a gradute of the
' ious aptitude brought on by the cial representative and governthough losmg to Kent last ~eek- Cincinnati Conservatory of Mu·recent
World War, the number ing body ,for Xavier students,
end 20-7, and they should give a sic and at present is serving on.
! this
year is expected to be deciding on such events as the
good account of themselves.at the the voice facul.ty of that instituswelled by an9ther 10 thousand. Junio'r Prom, Freshman Hop;
expe_nse of the home team.
tion. Never let it be said that
The
procession will move from Senior Ball and· other social acMr. Franklin Bens
Coach Phil Bucklew and his
(Continued on page 4)
(Co~tinued on Page 8)
boys will have a lot to say about - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (Continued on Page 8)
that, however. Smarting under
ithe sting.of a heart-breaking loss
eWS
0
pOllSOr
r - - ~ - - - - - - - - I
to ,st. !Ambrose in their opener, .
·
followed by a shellacking
at the
t
·
Vote for not more than four (4) candidates m each class.
• W'ld
h an ds o f K en t uck Y s
i ca s,
.
.h
11 .
d't h
·11
t f
t'
the Muskies will be out to atone
The first contest of the scholastic yea~ opens to d ay un d er S tudents
:-vit fo owi~g ere i
ours "'.i vo e · or respec ive
for their earlier showing.
the sponsorship of the X U NE~S ~ccor?mg to an announce- I clas~ candidates:
John Carroll is coached by ment by ~obert E. ~acobs, ~d1tor-m-ch~ef of the NEWS'. A Note: Vote by placing an X in box. Vote for only four. Sign
Gene Oberst who is making his cash prize of $5.00 will be paid any Xavier student attendmg
ballot at .bottom. Write in any candidate not listed .

Holy Name
Parade To Be
Held Sunday

Mr. .Bens T0

n1·rect Xav·1·er

Clef Club

I

0

N
T· s
:
Candi.d· .· c·amera C· ontest

. '

(Continued On Page 6)

Peek Of .The
Week
•Fri. Oct. 11--Student Council elections begin. X.U. entertain John Carroll University
at Xavier Stadium, 8:30 p. m.
· Mon. Oct. 14 - Preliminary
meeting for all those ·interested .in -the Philosophy Club at
4:30 p. m., in Room 10.
Tues. Oct. 15 - Meeting of
the X ..U. News staff in Room
· 47 at 2:30 ·P· m. The Clef Club
will meet for rehearsal at 7:30
p. m.
:.Fri. Oct. 18-Tea Dance at
0. L. C. from 3 to 6 p. m. in
McAuley Hall. Former officers
of the Debating Club will
meet in Room 307 between
3:30-15:30 p. m.

classes on the Avondale, Downtown, or Milford campuses for
th b t
d'd
hotograph submitted on or before
e es can 1 camera P
November 1, 1946.

Any of the 2,771 graduate or
undergraduate
students
may
compete. The rules are simple.
Any camera may be used; any
topic of student interest may be
used; candid camera shots are
preferred,
Contestan~s are to
have the picture developed and
placed in one of the NEWS mail
boxes with name, address, and
.telephone number.
Any photos
submitted which do not qualify
for prizes ,become the .property
of the NEWS and may be used
for publication with credit given
the photographer.
Here are the rules:
1. Any registered Xavier Uni.versity student in any of the col·
leges may participate.
2. Any candid camera shot of
any college activity at Xavier
on any subject.
(Continued on Pase '7)
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OFFICIAL VOTING . BALLOT

I
I

.

.

0
32
.,64
96

ito 31 hours-Freshman
to 63 hours-Sophomore
to 95 hours-Junior
and higher-Senior

·'

[]

I

I

[]

'"-------------------L.. __ _

.

.

SOPHOMORE:
[] Coates, Robert
[] Hessler, Melvin
[] Huschart, John
Bell, David
[] Schlef, Alfred
[] Cassin, Jack

[]

1

FRESHMEN:
[] Ballard, Rodney
[] Meshot, Charlefi
[] Halloran, Jerry' .
[] Cera, Albert
[] McDermott, Thomas
[] Oberlin, W. Paul
[] Hiltz,J ohn
[] Krameri James
[] Hogan, Charlie
[] Leibold, John

--- --------- .

/

· ·

.Fold, place in one of XU News mad boxes on campus before
Wednesday, October 16, 1946

StudentSJ of Our Lady of Cin· , SENIOR:
cinnati College have extended .,
[] McCarthy, Robt.
an Invitation to students of Xa[] O'Hara, Jay
vier University to attend a Tea·
~usting, Lany
Dance at OLC Colle1e Friday, 18
[] iLutz, Robert
Octber, from 3 to 6 p.m.
I [) Kelly, John ill.
This Js a "mut" ' for X men f
and highly recommended for
JUNIOR:
your "dancing and listenin1
CJ O'Le:iry, Neil
pleasure" by the XU NEWS So·
[] Clarke, Tom
cial Reporter.
We~er, Charlie
·
[] Bechtold, Clarence
CJ Naberhaus, Howard
Last Week
[] Mecklenborg, Ken
Patna Mlulon CollecUon
•183.15
lWuloa SUDclaJ'
tbJs. week·.-· let'• 1lve!

I

.
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\
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Xuuttr lintµ tr.atty Ntm~

X1wler Unh·crslty ·News October 11, lW., weekly exce11t during ,·ncatlon ·period.
Yul. XXXI, No, 2, Xa1·ler Unh·erslty, I111111nton County, Cincinnati, Oblo,
Ernnston. $1.50 per year.
A11111lc11tlo11 for entry as seconil-class
matter 1s pemllng. ,
Snbserlptlon •t.llO per year.
•.'

~-

Member
Jesuit College Newspaper Ass'n.
Associated Collegiate Press
The Catholic School Press Ass'n.
Intercollegiate College Press

··Let's Get
Acquainted

EE,Hl~a_
.'·: -

[This "Letters to the Editor" column is for an exchange of
views and serves as an open forum for free and frank discussion of any matters of interest to Xavier students, alumni, and friends.
Letters should be limited to 200 words,
must be ~igned but names . will be deleted from publication if requested.]

u

Fre•hmnn Dance
of despotism? -Awake! Listen to
Dear Sir:
the words of Plato, "A'· govern"Will Xavier give a Freshman ment -which is united, however
Dance this year?" That is the small, cannot be moved." Do not
question uppermost in the minds allow yourselves to •be ruled; be
of a lot of Freshmen these days.
steel-braided, organized ·group. •
.1:
Marak.off loves Xavier and her ·
I think that most of us realize at
the present time it is ·practically .traditions. Stand with her to
impossible to give the dance, defend wisdom against expediJim Barbara was greeted for since the. Fieldhouse is occupied ency. Do not let the enemy clip
the last time in May, 1943. He by the -veterans. Even though it the wings of the falcon of freereceived his basic training at. would have to be given later, I dom.
Fort Knox.
On Nov. 23, 1944 still :believe it would carry the
MARAKOFF.
he arrived in the E.T.O. with Co. same spirit. A dance of this type
• • •
\
nusua:l'.!s )IANAOJ.~~•ENT
D., 4_17th Infantry, 76th Division. would be an excelltnt opportunity Congral• From The Mount
ll11Hlnl'HH llnnngcr ..................... ~·····•"''''''············"'"'''·········.............. ,Jnmes lllrely Jim merited the Combat lnfanAHMhotatnt 811NlneHs )l1u1111:erM ........................ .Jerry Jl11llor1111, Dnnlel O'Donnell
to say "Welcome,, to the new- Dear Editor,
Clre11httlo11 ·)l .. nager ............................................................ E11ge11e ,J, .t"rlectm1tntt try Badge and three battle stars comers.
With social affairs as
Congratulations on a job well
1'11hllc Relntlnn• ................................................ •J. Jl11rr3- Moore, ,J11ek Catssln, Jr,
F1te11lt3· Director
.
E1lltorlnl Ach·lser
before he returned to the states the one mentioned, 1 think .that it done! The first issue of this seJoseph I.Ink, .Jr. ':15
''lclor (), StechHelmlt,., s ..l. in August, 1945.
would be an excellent opprtunity mes t er•s Xavler News was an en(The .-leW8 nttcl oplnlonH "" cx1ire•sl'll hy \'1trlo11s fe11t11re wrlterM, enlun1111Hts
and guest wrlten do not 11eceHH11rlly ext>rcss the olTlchtl 011h1lo11s of the
spirit
·,because the students would couraging preview of.more "good
Xa,·ler Unh·er•lh· Admlnlstr11tlon.
:\littters of olTlchtl mtture 11ppenrh1g. ~·
tn the NEWS will he so deslgnRlerl.)
get i~terested in school activities news" in the future.
and become better acquainted.
Especially worthy of plaudits
With so many G.I.'s in the class from your supporters on the
I feel it would ·bring them close; · sidelines is "·the universaUty of
to those of us who ·came from your coverage. Your student body
high school.
will find, we believe, a little of
The expense· would ;be very everything to sui\ every-body's
moderate, since the orchestra taste.
It's good to see the surge of
would 1be the· only expense involved. Since Xavier is in· its activity manifested within your
first peacetime curriculum, why eight-page edition and to Jmow
•Jimmy Fidler Sticks To His Gu,,,s
not start everything off with a that any effort expanded to make
EWSPAPERS recently have printed some startling stabang?
-Xavier bigger and better is liketistics about: the prevalence of divorce throughout the
-A FRESBIE.
wise an effort to give greater
United States - the ratio of divorce to new marriages, in
.
.
.
honor
and glory to God.
many districts being as high as 87 •per cent. And I having Melvin A. Hessler saw action Ed. Note: We've been waiting
luck
Good
for
a
suggestion
like
this:
What
trequently contended that Ho¥ywood's example,....-i1as had with the 10th Armo~ed Divi~ion
-Seton Journal Staff, Colmuch to do with breaking down the sanctity of wedlock,. at Ardennes, the Rhmefand ~nd do the rest of you fellows think
lege of Mt. St. Joseph-onpromptly took a ribbing when the fad-finders discovered Centr~l Europe. At the Rhine of it?
the Ohio,
•
that divorcel is more common in several other sections af Cr~ss~~g, M?l ~~n the .Bronze
the country than it is right here in Los Angeles.
St r ;by mai?tammg radio conStudent Election
Co-Education .4.t Xavier
1'11 stick to my guns. I still 'think that Hollywood - tact under direct enemy fire.
Students:
Marakoff
is
speaking.
His
old
Dear
Editor:
both by example and by the pictures it makes - is,one of
eyes see trouble for you all. Lost Nothing adds to interest or
the chief contributors to the divorce epidemic.
in the files of Xavier are the ''tone" of a college more than
When a movie star rushes into court to divorce /her
constitutions of the school, writ- presence of co-eds. Marquette,
spouse, her action is publicized, not only locally, but coast
, ten •by your wisdom-filled fore- St. Louis, and other Jesuit colto coast. The film fan in Bangor, Me., knows just as many
bears. Dust them off. Study leges have women in day schools
details about her marital rift as does the average Hollythem well :before council elec- and I for one would like to see
woodite. More, perhaps, since the fan magazines which
tions. Be not led .blindly to suf- women at Xavier,
This would
always go overboard to justify her action have a bigger cirfer tyranny.
,
stimulate interest in class, enculation and a more 'trusting audience in the East than they
Stand on your own feet, stu- courage ·students to take more
do in Hollywood.
dents.
Your rights, your duties pride in their appearance and
Secondly, there have been many - far too many - pic.
looks, and perhapii encourage
b
tures made in which divorce is represented as a normal,
are ran d ed mto the 'Yritten la~s more to study and make a good
matter-of-fact affai11. It would bei inaccurate to say that
of the school. They a.re wise showing in class, lest perhaps
it is condoned in such pictures, for to condone anything you
laws. They guard your ~nterests ,they be embarrassed in front of
,must firs't disapprove it.' And divorce, in most Hollywood
f1rom t~e be~ev~lent wishes of the opposite sex. I would like
films, carries no 'implication of disapproval.
Albert L. Morath, Bronze Star the active. rnmor~ty.
to see the NEWS conduct a camIf the institution of marriage is to survive in the United winner, spent 3 years with the Note this wel~. If the Ne";s paign for the consideration of
States, it's going to need some good press-agentry. Every Ordnance Department in the Ar- .sponsors a candidate and he is this program.
Hollywood producer should lean over backward to present my. His . unit specialized in elected to coun~il by a majority
C.C.L., SOPHOMORE.
i't as a sacred, inviolate union."
collecting and evaluating enemy of votes h.e will ·become your 1 Ediitor•.., ,No~:iWe !recommend
Jimmy Fidler, Hollywood Columnist,
equipment and these duties took class president. This ~e~hod students desiring the presence
from "Our Sunday Visitor", 6 October, 1946.
him through most of the Pacific. scorns your honorable traditions. of women in class attend the coThe Bronze St-ar was awarded Do you not see the danger here ed X.U. Evening College.
to AI for adapting Japanese mor• His Holi,,,ess, His Grace, Vs. Tlie Bloody Slav tar ammunition for use with
THE UNITED PRESS reported today the unprecedented American · mortars.
:t:l>ITORIAJ, STA1'"l'
t:11ltor•IH·ehlef ........................................................................ Robert E. ,J11enbH, '47
M111111glng Editor ........................................................................ ThomllN lla11111t, '40
New8 EllltorH .................... How11rd N1therh1UIM, Alfre1l Seltlef, \\'lllbtm t•1tlmer,
Clnrenee lle<lhtohl, J(e1melh lleeklenborg, John \\'1td1lell
t:xelmnge . 1'Mltor ........................ :............................... ;........................... George Vetter
811ortH Editor ............................................................................. !.. .... Cl11trleR !'aimer
1\sslHt111118: Uohert Jlnmmel, R1tl11h ,Jnllnn, llow11ril Scott, Don1tl1l ,J,
'lle)·en, \\'llllum J,11ko1T, J,11rr)· AllHtlng, Robert ,J, Co1ttes, ChnrleM L.
Ger11el, lUclutrcl Henkel, 1•11111 1'~rnst
·
l"e1lt11re 1':t11t11r ............................................................................ Dotutlrl
Sehenklng
AHbt11ntM: Arthur !!uhuh. Robert Fng11rl)-. J, Hurry ~lonre, C11rl R. Kramb
News Buremt C~hll'fM .... ;\l11xlmlllnn J,11111merM, ,JoHe11h llo>rnert, Uobert C11unlngh11111, Tom {'l11rk.. , ,J11ek )leC11llo11gh, Alfretl Sehlet, ThomaH J,, Uenealy,
,Jo8eph W. Cnlhthan, William Unekhoie, U<1hert U1tuer, ,John \\'. C1tMHln, ,J_r.,
,John Q1111ekcnh11Hh, ,John J,. K1111e11lle, G11brl ..1 ,J, Hartke; C. Ch1trle Lang,
JI, IJltll11r1l, Jo'rawk C. llnlmert, .John J,elholtl, Clutrles llnttlngly, l'aul \V,
Kellr3·, Cl111rleH J1111mn, Rnhrrt Jlelnt<'H, ll11rllyn I'. Jllh·erH, J,••J11111es J[nghes
ReporlcrH & Cnrre•pn111lentN ................................;,, ...................... J'atul Jl, Bertke,
Ch11rle• Larkin, Robert .R. Hr11eggemeyer
'
St<tft' rhotog11pher11 ..........................................:;............................ Rlehpr'tl Boeltle,
llownrll !knit, ,J, Nltzgen, Clmrle• Jo:, Koenig
.
Stat IT Arll•t ........................................................................................ Robert L. Vehr
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1 condemnation by His Holiness, Pope Pius XII of Marshal
Tito and the "villainous" trial of Archbishop Stepinac, now
in progress in Yugoslavia. Because of Tito's violation of
church laws which state that "members of the clergy and
especially bishops are ex~merated from judgment of any
kind in civilian tribunals unless the Vatican grants permis~he i:eterans' Administration has .announced that National
sion tat they be placed on trial," he had reportedly incurred
Service Life Insurance is now payable in cash at the Insurance
a "minor excommunication."
.
Des.k, 3rd ~oor, Big Four Bldg., 9th and Sycamore. A receipt will
His Grace, The Most Reverend John T. McNicholas, Archbe issued immediately to show payment.
bishop of Cincinnati, outstanding writer and authority on
• • • • •
Catholic action in America, was quoted widely today by Cin<;=hecks for subsistence payments under PUBLIC LAW 346 are
cinnati newspapers when he asked all Catholics in the powsent to the address that ~ppe~red on the certificate of eligibility
erful and extensive Cincinnati Archdiocese to. protest to the
Presented ·to the Veterans Office, unless the veteran has changed
U. S. government against the arrest and trial of Archbishop
the address. In order to change the address, the student must exStepinac of Yugoslavia.
,
ecute V. A. Form ~'12 (Request For Change of Address). These
"The Christian. world, as well as all informed and God.
fearing men, stands aghast at the arrest of Archbishop John Knoepfte served wit.h. the Forms 572 are available from Mr. ·Beumer, Veterans' Director.
Stepinac," the Archbishop said, "hailed into a sports audi- 3rd, 5th, and 7~h Amphibious
• • • • •
torium with 15 others as criminals. The mock triall is not Fleets as an .Ensign from Octo- . Veterans ar~ encour~ged to read the bulletin board for per.:.
to ascertain facts, not to establish guilt or proclaim ·-inno- her, 1944 until March, 1945. He ti~ent. perso.nal information. !Promptness in complying with the
cence; it is a farce in which political power usurps the place cov~red all ·but. a few· of the directives will preclude difficulty for the veteran and the Veterans'
-..
and authority of the judiciary to pronounce sentence of con- Paciftdc dlslband . Ghrollupbs, and was Office. .
demnation.
wo.~.m e. · Y a s e · urst at lw(,)
• • • • •
.,_'It is said that the archbishop has committed a crime Shima m ~ebruary, 1945: He
All depa;tments of the Regional Veterans' Administration are•
now located m downtown Cincinnati. This is a distinct advantage
~gains~ the people by opposin~ the gove~nment of Tito. It ~~~n!::~ ~~h~h;et~~:it::
1s ~ cr~me before the Re~ Fascist government of Yugoslavia states in July, 1945, and was to veterans of Gre~ter Cincin~~ti in that the veteran can per-

ETS
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(Continued on Pa1e '1)

dl1char1ed one year later.

sonally transact -bu11ne11 pertam1n1 to insurance 1ub1iatence and
pen1ion1.
•·
·
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CIIARACTE~S NBC Radio Stars Heard. Weekly llver .°"'LW
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Do you remember way back
in the .good old days when there
was meat, when ithe Reef Sox
was one of the teams that"watch·
ed the Yanks win the World Se·
ries, ,when salesmen vied to sell
us butter, soap, and automobiles,
when Pearl Harbor, Berlin, and
Vladivostok were names in his~ory and geograp~y ;books, when
bulkheads ·w~re walls, sacks
were 1beds, latrine was a French
word, and a h~ad was something
to 'keep the bod\y from looking I
foolish?
In other words, do
you remember the pre-war days?
In ithose days a studenit who
came to iXavier from Tennessee,
Missouri, or Pennsylvania was
No one can blame Jack Haley
· an oddity.
This year, due to
for
having Sharon Douglas as
Lovely Ruth Cottingham ls our
the advantages of the G.I. Bill,
the object of his affection. Sharchoice
for
'Hoosier
girl
friend.'
the largest enroUmen.t dn Xavier
on plays the role of Penny Carthistory · includes studentS from Ruth, once .a saleslady in a Fort
wright on Jack Haley and Eve
Wayne,
Indiana
five-and·ten,
and
almos·t every state in the Union,
Dennis Day, stooge and tenor . Arden's "Village Store" heard
plus a few from outside ,the con- later a stenographer, is now
songster
for Jack Benny, brings· Thursdays on WLW-NBC at 9:30
tinental limits of the United heard at 10 a. m., EST, Monday
his
gag
bag
to his own. new pro- II p. m., EST.
through
Friday
over
WLW·NBC
States. !Let us introduce the
students who hail from the more with Fred Waring and bis 65 gram, "A Day in the Life of Den·
nis Day," which started on WLWPennsylvanians.
distant places.
'NBC October 3.
From New York_ State, we
have in our midst the following
students: !Henry Maliszewski,
Richard iD. Keanny, Donald A.
Fazioli, John P.. Conroy, Hector
A. Gonzales, Joseph T. Fraser,
Ar.thur A. Russell, Robert T.
Skipworth, Allbert R. Zajac,
Pete J. Brennan, Robert E.
Connelly, and Raymond D. Newberry.
The Massachusetts residents
are Ralph F. Julian, Thomas E.
Dodd, John R. Dodd, Walter A.
Sullivan, Howard S. Scott, Thomas F. 'Shannon, and John J. Preston.
From sunny Florida we have
Donald B. Boland and Charles
R. Brackney.
·
'From New Jersey come Neil J.
O'Leary, Anthon~ M. DiLeo,
Terence J. Dean, Richard M. DaRed Skelton, - "Junior, radio's
vis, John1 A. Dietri-Ok, and John
Alice Fay of the films assfsts
laek Benny can be counted husband Phil Harris at the reins 'mean widdle kid'" has been
N. Rodecker.
._
. .
.Studen.ts from Missouri include .upon to play a repeat perform· of the new "Bandwagon" show taking it easy all summer while
Joseph .w. Burger and, Warren ance of "The Bee" on his WLW· which has recently bowed in his program was off the air, but
L. Finnegan.
'NBC show, which is once again over the airlanes ••• WLW·NBC. he's back with his new show of
J;~c~ .P. Faerber a,?d Haro~a ~; heard each Sunday evenin1 atj Hubby Phil will be sorely missed fun and frolic over WLW-NBC
each Tuesday at 9:30 p.- m., EST.
by Jack <Benny this season.
Jab1lSk1 ·r~resent poor little 7:00, EST. .
Rhode Island.
THE 80 MOST PRECIOUS
John· P. Ralston is our only · ,4
• By Knight
WORDS IN THE ENGLISH
student from Vi-rginia; James B. ..."'J. LANGUAGE
Clancy comes from Iowa, John
.... ....
Roger Baldwin, head of tne
B. Naughton from Colorado, JC):
American Civil Libert'ies Union
seph C. Kelly from Montana, Jo·
recently gave the following from
seph George, Jr., from Nebraska,
our own C-Onstitution as the 80
Raphael V. Fitzgerald from
·most precious words in the Eng.
Sou.th Dakota, and Paul W. Kellish Language:
ly from Wisconsin.
Cornelius F. Derrick and
"Congress shall make no law
Charles E. McGruder hail from
respecting establishment of reAlabam'a.
ligion, or prohibiting the free exVictor P. Damlbowski and Bruercise thereof; or abridging the
no F. Kulmacs ·reside-in Connecfreedom of speech or of the press;
ticut.
or ,the right of the people ·peaceNow, going outside the contiablyto assemble, and to petition
nental limits, we have from
the Government for redress of
Puerto Rico, Luis J. Lopez, Jose
grievances....
L. Qr.uz; George J. Artvalo, Al· "T.he right of ·.the citizens of
fredo Vidal, Raul A. Pedraja,
the United States to vote shall
and Jose B. Gotay.
not be denied nor abridged by
· From the land of Wakiki Beach
the United States or by any
comes Richard B. F. Choy.
.State on account of race, color,
Jorge E. (Atomic) Canahuati
or 1previous condition of servicomes all .the way from British i . Y ..• :e;;,;,(:[i:·\:':t;lf;jJti;;;;,;:· :
tu4e."
Honduras.
< :; :.+:. :';<:•

Grad RetUrllS

~

ne~~~~~~ ~~~~n:o~:h~~a!~~:

Colombia, comes Pedro C. Mendez.
-R.R.B.

l :

!n . < ; . ~ ,. "· · .
j).:.••·.

.. .

Compromise

crept

into'

the

Paris Peace Conference throu1h

a window last week. Soviet
Delegate Andrei Vishinsky ordered the window opened to let
in some fresh air. Yugoslavia's
Ales Behler insisted that it stay
shut. It ;was opened half .vfiy.

PO PE OK's U.S. POLICY

;/f. · .

Pope Pius XII is in complete
accord with Secretary of State
~~/·'. :/;; .: .: . ·. :. <. :.
Byrnes, former Postmaster Gen~: :':·
=·:.... ::. :.::·.
.: eral James A. Farley said recently after an· interview ·with the
Pontiff.
.,:·:.;.. ::>.:.: .....~: ::: ... :- ;.;..:::·:.•. ·· ;:...:...
.-.-:~:
:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:. · ·· ....... -;:....
-·=.·:..
. ....·.
'.; ):~·>/:·L'. .. , ., • .... , .• ... · · .. :::< · .).•:.. ,. • ·•
.·
Farley, granted an audience at
the Papal summer home, said the
An Idaho couple were married The X U NEWS Is full of clues, Pope was hoping that the Ameron a merry-go-round. •Let's hope It auwen all :rour queries;
ican policy would be successful
that from now on they'll keep. on So If you have some local blues, and that he personally approves
1oin1 around io&ether.
Im& trJ oar •-.. Dive" serl•· of it.

·...

j

The Great Compromise

,•,

1

•

-= ..

STlJDENT
OPINIONS
Much has been written about
the returneci serviceman and his
readjustment to civilian life.
We have the opinions of educators, statesmen, writers, an politicians on the subject of the returned serviceman and his education.
Last week the NEWS
sent a reporter out among the
student body to find out the reactions of the students themselves to conditions right here
at Xavier.
We believe that Stan Ense, a
senior, gave a concensus of the
men who have returned from
service. Stan said, "It's good
to be iback, but it wasn't so easy
to come back to school. · Now
that I'm started it's getting easier, but 'I can imagine how difficult it must be for fellows 25
or 30 years of age starting as
freshmen. It takes a great deal
of the old intestinal fortitude to
be starting out at college at an
age when a man should be at
least starting out in his business
or
profession.
Overcrowded
classes?
I don't see that it
makes a difference whether there
Ere ten -or a hundred in a class;
we're all here to learn. If there's
one difference I have noticed
between students who are here
now ana the ones who were here
before the war it is that the students now are more serious
about studying the subjects they
are going to use in their business
or profession."
Jack Vehr summed up the
opinions of the freshmen just
out of high school when he said,
"Besides the fact that there is
always a great difference 1between high school and college,
it is even more bewildering to
go to classes with much older
fellows.
I was under the impression· that many of the returned veterans were going to
school just to keep from working.
That impression has certainly proven false!
You real.Jy have to 'get in there and pitch'
to keep up with these guys.
They seem to. .be able to adapt
themselves to anything."

Ex-Purcell Men
Aiclecl By Alumni
The Purcell Alumni Associa·
tion now has a committee whose
function is to supply ex·Purcell
men who ·are seeking jobs with
leads furnished ·by 'ex-Purcell
men who are seeking employees.
Pat Sweeney, chairman of the
committee, is rece1vmg registrations from grads who are employers and from ·grads who are
seeking employment.
\

HELP WANTED
Beginning with the issue
of.. 18.. October.. 19 4 6,.. the
XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS
as a public service for its 5000
readers, will devote a eolumn
to HELP WANTED. There
will be no eharge for students
who wish to advertise Hems
for sale, swap or rent, jobs to
give or take, lost and found
items,.. rides and.. other.. exchange transaetions of a leial
nature among Xavier students,
alumni and taxpiayers.
Compose your add, 1lve
name and address or telephone
and drop in one of the XU
NEWS mail boxes on the
campus. If you do not wish·
your name used, state this and
a Help Wanted code number
will be assi1ned. Take advanta1e of this service today and
eliminate the use of the bul·
letln . boards.. for other.. than
official material.
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Ka111pus
Kct.leidoscope

Day 111, Day Out •••

THE SOCIAL WHIRL
Where are you going this week- Farm tomorrow riite only ....
end?
iHave you thought of Frank Libuse & Margot Brander
G:ammers? upper Walnut, "Ov- headline at Beverly Hills starter the Rhine" .... home of Swiss ing tonite .... New Ice Revue at
and rye sandwiches, chunks of
boiled ham, big glass mugs with
pewter tops, and tubs of dark
brown pilsener to fill them ....
black-cloth waiters, me 11 ow;
hearth-friendly as that most wonderful of all spots, the family
kitchen. .... Haunt of old-time
Cincinnatians, Opera stars, the
sports crowd .... don't die in Cincy unless you've been to Gram·
mers!, ilf you're crossing the
river tonite, stop at the White
Horse Inn ... Dixie Highway ....
Paneled dining room, dogy lites,
wax music .... Live boiled lobster .... Bring along a spear and
fight it out like a man. La Normandie, on Walnut .... enjoy de·
licious food to the tunes of the
DONALD NOVIS
Candlelighters; ·bass fiddle, ac·
cordion and tenor sax .... relax the Netherland Plaza on the 22nd
in leather seats .... try their fam· .... new star, boys .... 18-yr.-old
ous salad.
The Latin Quarter, skating ballerina June Clark-; ...
shimmering with nostalgia thru ummmmm.
Donald Novis' voice .... Viennes
magician and pickpocket Fred
Roney .... unbelievable tricks ....
don't try to follow him ....;. it can't
be done. .... Sammy Leeds' orchestra doing a fine job with the
(Continued from Pate 1)
.music.
J'ackie Coogan at the
Mr.
Bens does not have a busy
Glenn Rendezvous, still relying
schedule for :besides his 4.uties
on his fame as "The Kid" to put
with the Conservatory and the
him over .... show stealers are
Clef Club, he is also director of
the Yvonne Armon Dancers in
Music at St. Monica Cathedral
an Oriental dance take-off .... in- where he sei:ves · as organist.
terpretive singer Anne McCorAs might be inferred from his
mick runs a close second. Make
work
with the Conservatory he
the Sidewalk Cafe a "must", if
you haven't seen it since the re- has a fine tenor voice and has
opening .... Dan Pinto's music appeared in concerts, oratorios
lends that certain something to and operas in Cincinnati. At pre·
the soft lites. From our sisters sent. Mr. Bens is soloist with
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,
at Edgecliff (OLC to the newand for several years he was
comers): Attention, all "X" men
tenor soloist and choral director
.... Tea dance sponsored by the
on station W.L.W. He has apgals from OLC .... 3-6 PM, 18th
peared -as soloist on the Na.... music via the trusty juke .... tional Broadcasting Company,
refreshments .... Come on, fel- Columbia Broadcasting System
lows, the girls are working hard, and Mutual Network. His most
so let's show them ·that we ap- recent appearance on the radio
preciate their hospitality.
The was last spring on the Catholic
1946 Junior League Follies, with Position. program over WLW.
a cast of young Cincinnatians,
Xavier is indeed proud to have
produced and directed by Jerome
such an illustrious personality as
Cargill, at the Taft, Oct. 25-26 ....
director of its Clef Club and unreservations at the Central Tickder his expert guidance there is
et Agency.
Advan_ce Notices: every indication of a very exStan Kenton jiving it at Castle cellent sea-son.

Mr. Bens Directs
Clef. Club

Still on hand for Round 2 ....
Jack O'Connell wondering if any
.:ollege has yet announced the
".~azelle boy"
about going to
college, for running at. 50 miles
per hour, he would not need any
blocking ..... Bm Delaney, a deep
economics studei:i,t, comments
that times can't be so tough
when so many students can drive
cars to sc:nool ..... You furnish
the soap b,lx, we'll furnish the
orator, Joe Froehle, who is a
speUbinder, if we have ever
heard one. .... Jim Cullen, busy
bookstore man, wishing that science would perfect d i r e c t
thought transf.erence, so books
could be done a way with ..... l:lob
Hoffman reports that a student
in his Spanish class withdrew
from the university to re-enlist
in the army, believe it or not
(shall we observe a moment of
silence?). .... Dr. Wheeler com ..
paring his class in Victorian Poe~
try to a poem they were studying, "The Lotus Eaters'. .... but,.
after all, as Bob Lutz remark~,
what else can you expect at 4: 3U
in the afternoon from a bunch
of sack-happy veterans' .... Bob
Brungs lamenting the ever-Increasing aridity of Kentucky as
two more counties vote dry. .. ..
Cliff Fenning, writhing in agony
in the stands as Ambrose downed Xavier..... the inspiring sight
of so many Xavier men making
visits to Bellarmine Chapel. .. ..
Jack Raun, student and theater
manager, passing out cigars on
the birth of a daughter, who
we'll wager, keeps him bus~er
than both the other two ,jobs. ....
Pa.uz Dunn commenting that, if
ever a prayer is needed it is the
prayer the Ontology class says!
t o St. Th omas. .... P au l B rueg g er
wondering if election day will
bP a free day ..... John Geiser bemoaning the sudden demise of
the bottle of champagne he treasured since Paris, .... Howard
Seott reporting the loss of the
pictures taken at the Kentucky
game, to which we say, no loss.
.... Rita Wermes, secretary to the
President, "walking on air" and
::-eady to mii:ldle-aisle it with
Norbert Backhus, Xavier Alumnus on 12 Oct. at St. Elizabeth's,
~orwood with the President
himself officiating ..... Dr. · C.
Richard Schroder, of the Xavier
'33 days, opening his new office
on Mont·gomery Rd. after a 4
year session with Uncle Sammy.

"X" Band Head
Pleads For Men

For

GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

The Xavier Band is in need of
more players, Father Herman J.
Muller, announced today. Any
student who can play an instrument, regardless of kind or
ability, is asked to see Fr. Muller
at once. As soon as the Xavier
Band is rounded.. into shape, a
Swing Band wlll be formed.

MILK
An Independent Since llU

HEY MENFor your favorite reeords
it's tbe
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SHOP
-==
PA. 1727
-§ WHITE VILLA FOODS ==
-§ 710 Vine Street
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-= CINCINNATI'S FINEST
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from
SUNSHINE

FARMS

WHITE VILLA GROCERS, INC.
537 EAST PEARL ST.
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The Talk of Xavier

By Cassin,, Har1ke,"Sf.K11oep/le, arid Q1mcke11brish
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BANDS
CALL MAIN 2855!

CHRISTENSEN
AND FIFER
2512 UNION CENTRAL BLDG
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By Jolm W. Leibold
Before attending the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, on Oct. 2,
I must confess I shared the common opinion that a ballet dancer
was one ·Who dashed about a stage dressed in a tight fitting cos- ·
tume while .waving his arms in a frantic attempt to prove that he
was a blue bird. Imagine my surprise to discover that an .individual of this type must possess a strength and agility far above
the ordinary. I also found that the ballet possessed. humor anq
other earthly qualities; as well as beauty, grace and artistry. Any.
one who has seen a .parade knows the beauty of arms and ~egs
flashing in perfect rhythm; but the intricacies performed by ~he
ballet were more than pleasing to the eye, they were ~s~oundi~g
to anyone with even a rudimentary knowledge of precmon drill.
The artistry lies in the fact that without a word being spoken the
plot and even the thoughts of the actors were brought dearly to
the audience, .by the pantomime of these.same actors.
, .
The evening's enterta,nment at the Taft Theater was m fo-.ir
scenes: Ballet Imperial - a scene without a plot but n.evertheless•
extremely pleasing for although it was abstract it certaml~ served
~s an excellent introduction for - The Night Shadow - Miss. D~n
ilova as the sleepwalker was fascinating. She was so convmcmg
that there was not the slightest sound. No on~ wished to ~aken
her - Pas de Deux - was the hit of the evening. Some m the.
audience were so moved by the dancing of Miss Danilova and Mr.
Franklin that they resorted to cheers instead of the more sedate
ciapping of .hands. - Rodeo was down-to-earth come.dy
in pantomime and evoked many a hearty chuckle from ~n appreciative audience. This completed as enjoyable an evening as could
be wished for.
It was certainly worth seeing.

Socl'- And .Buskin
By Frtmk C. Bltlmert
PREMIER PERFORMANCE - Introducing "Sock and Buskin",
a new feature in the NEWS which will present for your information and entertainment informal items and bits of news from the
world of Drama, Music, Radio and Moving Pictures.

* • • * *
REMINDER - First Concerts ·by Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra this afternoon at 2:30 and tomorrow evening at 8:30 at Music Hall. Conducted .by Golschmann.
Music by Berlioz, De:bussey, Tschaikowsky and Brahms.,

* * * * *

PIAN.OTIONS - Artur Rubenstein, currently responsible for
the excellent sound track of Republic's I've Always Loved You, will
devote himself exclusively to Chopin when he plays the opening
recital of the Artist Series at the Taft Theater, Wednesday, October · 1a,-e:ao.
.,

* * * • •

WONDERING what "Sock and Buskin" :rr(eans?
If you have
had a course in English ·Lit you. have probarbly encountered the
words.
The "Soch" was a low-heeled slipper used to portray
shortness of stature in comedy parts of the ancient Greek Drama.
The "Buskin" was a high-heeled shoe used by characters desiring more height in tragic roles.
These conventions of the Greek
Stage are sometimes used to signify or portray endeavors of a dramatic or theatrical nature.
(•Right, Dr. Wheeler?)
And"so we use it.

• * • • •

NOTE - On Mondayl evening, October 18, the choir of the famous Boys Town, Father Flanagan's interdenominational home for
boys, will make its first appearance here at the Taft, They will be
an unusually appealing attraction.

• • • • •

CINEMAGIC - As rated by the Legion of Decency:
Gallant Journey ;... Unobjec;:tionable
Gallant Bess .... Unobjectionable
I've Always Loved You .... Unobjectionable
The Killers .... Unobjectiona.ble
The Big Sleep .... Objectionable in Part:

.....

,

·• 1,

\

COMING ATTRACTIONS - The . Cox promises the following
productions: "Anna Lucasta", "Tobacco Road", "Dream Girls",
Gertrude Lawrence in "Pygmalion" and Louis Calhern in "The
Magnificent Yankee". Playing at the Emery are "Carmen Jones"
and "Up in Central Park."
First Theater Guild .Series Attraction, "The Lute Song" playing at the Cox Oct. 17, 18, 19. Music should 'be delightful •.

• • • • •

"HOT" JAZZ - For a definitely "Different" concert, see Ed·
die Condon and his ensemble "Hot" Jazz players at the Taft, October 23.
Nothing like it.

• • • • •

MIKES - A ·word of praise for W.SAI end their Evenin1 Coneerts. Heard every evening at 10:30. :f>roving the trend of music
programs is once again leaning toward the classical and semiclassical.

THEY DIDN'T
"DJE IN BED"
Eleven hundred and eleven
·generals became casualties in.
World War II, including 26 kill:
ed in action:
Twenty-six other generals were wounded in
combat. . One general died of

e:xiposure, one in an enemy prison camp, nirie were killed in air
crashes, 19 were taken· prisoner,
and 29 died natural deaths.
The war-time casualty rate for
the 2,000 generals in service was
5 1h per cent, slightly less than
half the G .I. average.
The War Department.

·-.
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Xavier Vniversity Evef!.ing College News

EVENING COLLEGE
·Rumors
NEWS STAFF TAK.ING Are· Flying
SHAPE RAPIDLY
8J!:~~yn
Staff Meetin8· Being Held
• E
•
F
A
TlUS venuig or . ll Interested

By Jim H11glies
Formation of group bowling
for the Evening College has begun. Bob Duffy, big thrust for
a bowling league, announced
th.at activity is be.ginning :Monday, October 14, 1946 at the Av. ondale Campus Student Union
Building.
Two shifts will begin that evening; the first at 7: 15
and the second taking up where the other left off - at
9: 45 PM.
Bowling will be held
nightly if enough people show
- oops, I mean show their money - that they are interested. ·A
fee·· of $1.00 per night will be
char}ted.
Applications are being accepted at the office of the
Downtown College.
A cordial
welcome to all students and
friends to join in the fun!
(Go
on, what if you're not a good
bowler? - Braggin' or comcomplainin'?).

Prof. Solves
Housing Problem
There's a tale going round the
Iowa State campus of a cerfain
English ·prof who went over to
a local apartment house and
asked ·to see the list · of people
living in it and also the waiting
list. He didn't have to go through
very many names ·before he
found the one he was looking for,
and said, "Put my name down
for this man's apartment, please.
I just flunked him, and he'll be
dropping out of school any day
now.''

No s·moking In Class 'Rooms

The Xavier University Choral Club has resumed r~hears
als and plans are being made for a busy and interesting season. Last year the Club presented two radio broadcasts,
a successful Spring Concert to a capacity audience and Carol
programs during the Christmas holidays.
Miss Helen Gough, the director, will welcome new members (particularly tenors and basses) and promises to make
the "tryouts" as painless as possible. A love for good singing and the ability to sing in tune are the main requirements
for membership.
Rehearsals are held every Thursday night at 7:30 on
the 4th floor of the downtown college. We'll be looking
for YOU next Thursday evening.

Success Story: Having passed
all the cross examiners boards
with thoughts of lots of snooping
around (.too) we found the GetAcquainted Dance well under
way and much c:owded. The orchestr~ was playing a slow tune,
so a mce chance .to see who was
there was moving around - so
we moved around, too! Yes, we
saw who was there and we~e
we happy 'cause they all looked
h~ppy, too. The crowd was
nicely matched - really good to
see after all this time - so we
~r~c~eded t~ join in .a~l the. festiv1hes - time whiling itself
~way i.n .the meantime! Then an
mterm1ss1on and an unexpected
highlight: The Choral Club, composed o~ men and women students of the Evening College
and Avondale Campus, sang the
beautiful Alma Mater Xavier
Chimes followed by Th~ Desert
Song· and concluded with Old
Xavier For Aye - a nice ovation
was receive~ for thesw~ll work
they are doing. The music started again - time whiling itself
away - and old familiar faces
all around showing a new type
of good time - real - so we
talk to several classmates who
arrive for the fun belated due to
a football game. And so not long
after, getting ideas of "snooping"
again we start to look around
only to find no music and only
a small group of people still lingering. Apparently they lef·t that crowd - time .while away
- all 300 of them. And to think
here we are without a "snoop"failure - but what a success that
dance was with all those nice
people.

KEN HANER Xavier tackle
from Louisville 'St. Xavier, before getting too impressed with
that fan letter from Roberta
"Candy" Bahr I'd see JIM (Senator Claghor~) SCULLY.
It's
I think Roberta's a
a joke son
little too ~onfectionate for you.
But if it's a sweet girl you're
looking for _ tell me, have you
ever met MARGERY ANN WINTERS, or JANE HEMMANN, or
LORRAINE SAUTER, or HELEN PLAGGE?
SO I'VE HEARD , •. The CYO
Dramatic Club plans t<P present
"You Can't Take It With You"
at U.C.'s Wilson Auditorium,
November _24• FERD HAUS- ·ll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
23
ER will star as the Russian ballet teacher. .... A week-end or .r#I Si Sir#Jr'#lr'#lr¥1r$r'#lr'¥1r#lr#lr#lr#lr#lr¥1 9•
two ago, at the "UC.''-"UK."
game were PAT NOLAN, ANN
KDUETZKAMP, GEORGE DIEDESHEI~ER ..... Then, later that
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
Saturday night, at the "Wigwarn", IULL KANTER, MARenergy restoring food makes ·it an essential
CELLA ROWELL, JIM FROMin every student's diet.
MEYER and ED REYERING. •...
RUDY MUELLER was one of
the "X" boys who Crosley-cruised the town advertising the "X"St. Ambrose game. .... Thanksgiving Day morning the bells are
AV. 6480
2519 Vine Street
ringin·g for ED FEHRING and
NORMA SEGAL.
Congratulaer=eepr#ir¥1r¥r /tions, ED..... ,Although GENE e er= r= Er=

T

BOWLING
GROUP
FORMED

~~~.<:::'>~~~,..c::-....:::-~~-,,..;::-...

Reliearsals Resu11ied
By Choral Club

QUAINT AND CURIOUS
VOLUMES .... "BOOTS" (Hey,
O') FROEHLICHER, Covington
Catholic '36 - who ."departed
from this world in '42 to enter
the Army" - and ED McGEE,
Knight of the Night School, ('45
"Boster Ball") .- who
has deo
d d f
h
seen
· th e b rom
k t is throne
· h to work
m
e oo s ore wit "BOOTS"
amazed
their
"-amused
h l · and
l"
I
psyc
o
og1ca
c
assmates
by
· · T
Wh
b rmgmg
wo
ale Men to their
first opening night class.
PERFECTLY LOGICAL · · ·
FR. HETHERINGTON: All elephant~ are pink. All pink things
are .big.
Therefore, all elephants are big.
JEANNE (Prom Queen '45)
BUSCHMILLER: But Father, all
elephants aren't pink!
FR. HETHERINGTON:
You
haven't been around much lately, have you?
What was that,
JIM (Prom King, '45) DONOVAN!
SPEAKING OF 13 0 YA L
FLUSHES .
• CHARLES
SCHMETZER and DAVID KELTON are offering free lessons in
poker and pinochle - Kentucky
style, that is.
·
JIM HUGHES, was it ten or
eleven p.11'1.
when you finally
met· DEL CAPPEL, DORIS
WOLF, O.L.C., and NORB
BISCHOFF for ·that date at
"Kings"?
Of course, blue and
h"t
h'd
t
f
II
w i e ore 1 s
o you or a
those hours spent working on
this "X" edition, but, gee - on
Saturday night!
SE LA VIVE • • . Anybody
(including JACK McCARTHY)
before the "X,,-St. Ambrose
game: Oh, by six touchdowns at
least! Anybody (excluding
JACK McCARTHY) after the
fourth quarter: Who wants a
pass book?
Cheap?
BOB THIEMAN, are you really going to trade that '46 creamcolored~with-red-,wheels · Dodge
f
Olds obile? No? A
;~ic:! ne~h.
m
·
·

By Jini Hrighes
ODAY you have in writing the efforts of one of the new
staff members of the paper from the Evening College.
This is a good preview of ,what is to come. The page for
the Evening College news is rapidly taking shape. What
with a copy-reader from the Cincinnati Pos't, a Times-Star
employee, the Station WSAI girl who wrote today's coluumn, and an advertising copy-reader from the Eagle-Picher
Lead Company already working for the page due next Fri·day-a-week, a bright horizon is showing.
Every encouragement will be given 'to all persons who desire to J. oin the
staff. An adequate staff i's needed at th..."" Eveni·ng College
to make a succes!' of this page. The pending plan is to have
t)lis staff organized as a complete new unit with: all press
functions coinciding with those of the campus news office.
Through a staff correspondent from the campus, all representation and lf:echnical needs can be handled.
This ineludes such extra aid as photographers for staff interviews,
and the like.
Tonight a staff meeting is being held for·
the purpose of adding to the staff.
BACK THIS STUDENT
ACTIVITY!!
The above-mentioned meeting
has been announced on the Evening ·College bulletin ·boards for
over a week.
We have been
asked by the Evening College
authorities to once again re. mind all students ito check those
bulletin boards at all times, especially all veterans under the
GI Bill. Those boards are the
·mouthpieces of the school. (Don't
go tearing ·by ·that one in .the
first floor hallway.) RE AD
YOUR BULLETIN BOARD!

By

••••

VIEWS
BY
HUGHES
,

Contract Bridge Class: That
excellent Contract Bridge Class
.
.
is iback agam.1 ! On •Monday, October 21, 1946 the new six week
series will begin. Classes will 1be
held in the Downtown College
Bu1'ld'mg.;f·- ram 7 p. m. to 9 p. m.·
on Monday nights. Reservations
must ··be made to facilitate formation of groups and will be accepted at the Evening College office from now until then.

ANN HARRIS graduated from
Villa Madonna College in '45,
and LOUIS LOFTUS received
his degree from the · Evening
College last year, both are back
at "X" this semester..... Cavalier
Musketeers all out for the Purcell Alumni Homecoming. Nov·
ember 27, are BILL NIEMAN,
who still holds the high school
prom ·attendance record, PAT
FEHRING; who Notre Damed
his freshman . year, and ED
'Wigwam" REYERING now
with War Assets, Inc. .:.. Former
Xavier students, MR. JOHN
BOSSE and MR. RUSSELL
WALKER are teaching at the
Evening College this year..... A
few of the "X" ex-G.I.'s include
JOE DAMES, Delta Air Lines
man, JOE BRINKMAN, just
married about three weeks ago,
BILL FISCHER, former Holmes
hlf-back, '41, and FRED E. PIEPER, another newl;Ywed, who
was captain of North College
Hill High's basketball team in
'41.

Ra1·ncoats
Umbre I,IQS
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men,. women
and children.
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SUPPORT SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES
QUEEN CITY
BLUE PRINT CO.
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RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC
GREETING CARDS
»

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.
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Too Important To Forget -

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
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Lew Hirt To Command X. U. ·Cagers

Practice Begins :H111111iH10H6t1HoG1111111111!i111111111111111111~e11: Xavier Overwhelmed

r!~~ H~~~nt~oacl•

Acliieved Notable Record

! MUSKETEER

Bv

PROFILES I Wildcats At Lexington ~

wH~~H~:~·H~H~H~~H~H~H~iwH~H~i~~~~~~~~~~~~(iH~ WILDCAT BACKS LOOK

BY BOB HUMMEL

By ;Bob Coates

~·
Athletic Director Phil Bucklew announced the signing of Mr.
Lew Hirt from Hamilton, Ohio
as Xavier's new ·basketball coach.
Mr. Hirt is very well known in
southwestern Ohio as the coach
who :built strong teams for both
Hamiltn Public and Hamilton .
I
Catholic.
Born in Greencastle, lndnana,
Lew Hirt graduated from De- ,
Pauw University in 1925. He won'
. varsity letters in football, 1bas- :
ketball, and baseball, attaining
honors as All-State tackle in!
I
football and All-Western guard I
in ,basketball. He is a ·big, well ·
built man over six feet tall and
weighing 215 ·pounds.
Developed Champ Teams
· Coach Hirt had various offers
to play professional sports, but
his work -did not allot available
time. He launched his coaching
career at Defiance High School,
Ohio, the year following his
graduation. In 1928 he coached
Fostoria High School, Ohio, and
in 1930 he went to Hamilton
Public where he was head coach
and Director of Athletics. For
four years he coached .both basketball and football · very successfully, In 1934 he devoted all
of his time to basketball ond his
ROBERT PETER McQUADE, He scored bgth touchdowns
team won the State Champion- a twenty one-year-old fresh- against Roger Bacon last week
ship in 1937. Mr. Hirt didn't man from Columbus, Ohio, is a at the Xavier stadium.
Followers of the Xavier eleven
coach any teams during the war new comer to Xavier Unversity.
years until 1945 and 1946, when He wasted little time in making should see a lot of Bob McQuade
he had two outstanding seasons his presence known in the Mus- this season and in seasons to
at Hamilton Catholic. Last year .keteer eleven and has been first- come. He is a fast, hard running
his team ·won 21 games and lost string half-:back since the first back, who paces himself well.
Bob is an ·excellent passer as
only one game, and that in the few weeks of practice.
tournament against Middletown,
Bob preped at Aquinas High well as one of the best receivers
who went on to win the State School in Columbus under coach on the Musketeer team. McQuade
Title.. 'In his last ten years. of Frank Zadworney. McQuade did plays half-back on defence as
coaching Lew Hirt's teams have not limit himself to football, well as on offence. He is a surewon 132 games while losing only but played baseball, golf, and in. shot open ifeld tackler, and out42.
1942 and '43 was n;\med on the standing on pass defence.
"Rapid Ro 'be.rt" has been
All-City basketball team.
Double Pivot System Used
Xavier's
chief offence so far this
Bob went to Ohio State Unseason,_ and he should go well
; Mr. Hirt will continue to live
· H ·u
'th h' f .1
iversity in· the fall of 1943. He
' is .am1 y as played football so well for the against John Carroll to-night.
m am1 on w1
he also woi:ks as ?n .insurance Buckeyes that he won a letter But one thing of which you can
be sure; although Bob remains
man,. a'nd is a d1stnbutor of "O" in his freshman· year.
cool wt!en the going gets tough,
aluminum ware.
·
.
.
Soon after McQuade joined
. Coach Hirt pl~ns on starting the Army Air Force where' 1h e he has the spir~t of ol' Xavier,
b~sketball p:actlce about the .becam~ a crew chief and served and win or lose he will be in
middle of th~s month. He .used in Hawaii, Okinawa, and Japan. there fighting all the way.
the double pivot system of of- While in the service, Bob was
fense very successfully at Ham- able to play baseball and basket- · US ICS
ilton. and may use it here, de- ball for Pope Field.
(Continued from Page 1)
pentd1~gl, Mof Hc?urse,. upon the
The McQuades are a. very debut as coach this fall. In fact,
ma er~at. r. irt aspires to have athletic family. Bob's father pl- it's a double debut, as the Streaks
a goo earn ~e~ause he says that ayed semi-pro baseball and have just reinstated intercollegi
the . opportunities are here for 1basketball. Bob's twin brother, ate football after a war-time
Xavier io go forward in the Dick, who is also a student here lapse of almost four years. The
basketba~l world. The schedule at Xavier, is an excellent bas- Streaks are paced by Ben Baralready mcl~des. such top-notch ketball player, and won a letter ber, whose quick kicks have been
,teams as: Un~versity of Kentucky, for that spo1·t at Ohio State. Brus especially effective. The main:.
1946 Champions of the S~uth- McQuade, an elder brother, is\ stay of the line is Jim McAvoy,
eas~ern. Conference and Nat~onal now playing half-back for Col-1 big transfer from Georgetown,
Invitational Tournament, Umver- gte University in the East Last who is expected to give "X" a
sity of Cincinnati, Toledo, Mar- but far from least, the yo~ngest lot of trouble. The whole John
1
shall, Dayton and Baldwin-Wal- McQuade ·brother is playing Carroll squad is ,big, tough, and
lace.
football for. Aquinas this year. 1 anxious for their initial victory.

M k•

S k W
ee

in

·

tangle with the John Carroll Blue
Streaks at c.orcoran Field. carroll has been about·as ineffective
as Xavier thus far. If injuries· do.
not keep too many key men out
of the game, X should win. However the squad must improve
greatly in all fundamental phases
of football to have a chance
against Miami next week . . . by
the way keep· your eye on big
Carl Tepe. Carl played a whale
9f a game against "Bear" Bryant's
team, and was highly complimented by the press box "experts."
Wt.
XAVIER
Pos.
(195
Daum
L.E.
(205)
L.T.
~aner
(170)
Corsi
L.G.
(183)
Vikertoslcy
c.
(190)
Marino
R.G.
(205)
Tepe
R.T.
(190)
Donadio
R.E.
(180)
Trombetta
Q.B.
(170)
,McQuade
L.H.
(180)
Redmon
(170)
Cortez

GREAT; TEPE SHINES

I

By Charlie Palmer

Sports Editor
·
A rough, tough, driving, Kentucky Wildcat eleven rolled over
the Musketeers in a game that
at no time left the outcome in
doubt. In tallying 70 points,
Kentucky tried almost every
play in the books, and were. uniformly successful. Even the old
statue of liberty play worked
against the Blue and White. In
fact in the final quarter the 'Cats
had to work hard to keep from
scoring,
First Quarter
The first quarter was the only
one in which the contest resem·bled a football game. The Muskies showed determination in
trying to stop the first Kentucky
drive, ·but a lightweight freshman back named Bill Boller was
single-handed he ran and passed
too much for the Blue. Almost
for the initial score. The T.D.
was made on a .pass by Boller to
Pos.
CARROLL
"Wa-Wa" Jones in the end-zone, (~!»
Kelley
L.E.
where Jones made a beautiful 227
Hearn
L.T.
catch. After X was ineffectual (190)
< >
Whalen
L.G.
on the offensive, Kentucky took 210
McAvoy
c.
the !ball and smashed to the Xa- < >
O'Hara
R.G.
vier one as the quarter ended.
~;~~~ Burns
R.T.
Second Quarter
(185)
Dorsey
R.E.
Jack Farris scored on the first (188)
Q.B.
Palumbo
play of the second period and the (185)
iBarber
L.H.
parade was really on. Led by (190)
R.H.
Moran
senior halfback Phil Cutchin the (175)
Kennedy
F.B.
Wildcats scored twice more before .the quarter ended. Redmon
made the only good Musketeer
run of the game in this period,
when he circled end for nine
yards. The first half was costly
One week and thirteen players
for Xavier who lost the services ago things looked black for
of Mike Vikertosky and Del Coach Haitt's junior Musketeers.
Tromrbetta because of injuries.
Why?
Because there weren't
Third Quarter
enough men to scrimmage a
The second half opened as Bell high school team. · Still Coach
fumbled on the X iwenty-seven Haitt stayed with the .boys,. and
and Ky. recovered. The Wildcats.1 last week his persistence was
bid for a touchdown was stopped rewarded when Uncle Phil cut
by a determined Xavier stand, thirteen men from the Varsity
and the Musketeers took over. and sent them to the "B" squad.
The Muskies made a .first down With ali · this new weight and
on a .pass by McQuade to· Red-/ power the "B" .boys are working
mon, but a minute later Red- j hard and playing more heads
mon's pass was intercepted iby I up ball.
They are shaping up
Ky. 'Paced by Carl Genito who so well that Coach Haitt is trying
showed some fancy broken-field i to set up a schedule. The boys
running, the Cats scored again. do all right on running plays,
Cats Avoid Scoring
but we wonder who is going to
As the half wore 'on the repe- do the ~assing.
For the past
tition became monotonous. The few ~venmgs the ends have been
'Musketeers went down fighting running all over Corcoran Field
but they ne~er had a chance to trying to get under passes heavscore. Ky. unveiled two more ed by "slinging George Haitt."
outstanding freshmen backs, Jim S&y Pop, · give this generaton a
Kennard and Denny Rice who chanc~.
galloped up and down .the grid- , . A httle har~ wor~ and amb!·
iron with ease. Toward the end tion pays off m Phil Bucklew s
of the game the Wildcats kicked game.
He has taken tv--o men,
on first down to avoid more Terry Mahoney and Joe George,
~· from the "~" team and put them scoring.
011 the senior Musketeers. There
.John Carrol Game Tonl1bt
it is, fellows, . you can do it if
Tonight the Musketeers will i you try.
·
·

y arsity

Players
Bolster B · Squad

I
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AS I SEE IT:

Tins Week h1 ·Spo1·ts
By Dick Henkel

Elet Students RULES FOR
PHOTO CONTEST

Iacobucci,
Discepoli
(Continued from Page
Elect Council
3.
Shots must be no smaller
of a student ·council
To Fight Soon forElection
Elet Hall to sponsor social than 2 x 2 inches.
4. All photographs must ,be in
1)

Those who took the time to review Xavier's football outlook
with this column last week probably concurred with us in the statement that our gridiron future could '.be closely forecast after the Kentucky game became history. That little skirmish is on the books now
- and may it rest in peace! _Since we ,prefer to live in the present
and future and let the past forage for itself, our only comment is
this: the Musketeers met a big-time outfit with as much class as ninety percent of the colleges in the country, and left the field still playing the role of the "little school trying to get ahead in the football
world." Amen. X was just not in UK's league. Then, too, the
Wildcats were· cavorting before a home-town crowd of 20,000 who
had put cash on the line to see their boys cut loose. (May you remain happy now, Kentuckians, and go ,~lay with the Southeastern Pat and Joe-books vs. brawn
·Conference for the rest of the year.) Next season Xavier wants a
On Monday, Oct. 21, at Music
game - and a little revenge!
Hall Sports Arena, Xavier's pudMORE ON MORALE •••.
gy, .barrel-chested battler, Pat
With our boys having engaged in a heart-breaker and a rout in Iacobucci is scheduled for a ten
,two battles, it appears .that we can adopt an "everything to gain, round main go against Benny
nothing to lose" attitude. Eight more games remain on the schedule, May, native New Yorker, formand optimistically speaking, that is a possibility of eight winners. e r 1 y Canadian featherweight
Now this column has not been given the task of upholding the uni- champ.
Joey Discepoli will appear on
·-- versity's morale, but a few words in the line of a pep talk seem
to be in order. More than a few gentlemen of these premises were the same card in an 8 round
heard in the past week doing everything •but denouncing .the 1946 semi-windup. His opponent; algrid team. To say it disgusted us is putting it entirely too mildly: though not definitely named, is
Tonight there will •be eleven men lining up across the Held against presumed to be Georgie -Weaver,
John Carroll.
On the· :bench will be the remainder of the squad the only man to blemish the
itching to ge1 into the ball game to have their licks. Backing them Discepoli pro fight record.
up ·Will be four top~flight coaches who aim to scrap hard and. leave
'
the stadium a few hours later with their ,first victory of the season.
·What we are plugging for is a walloping big mob of real Xavier stu00
QV
dents •behind tha,t aggregation with the very same intention in mind!
(Continued from Page 2)
Smart people never attempt to figure football games in advance, so today to proclaim God and to
we ;won't predict a win or a loss for tonight. But whatever the uphold the Ten Commandments.
outcome, defeat or victory, e'fery man on the campus should be
"Were the best American cit.pulling for the Blue and 'White to grab ,their first leg in the win izens in Yugoslavia today, they
column. For those who have been throwing up their hands all week would be branded Fascists if
we can't say much, and what we ·Would say wouldn't look too good they did not agree absolutely
in print.
"Them's our sentiments", gentlemen - . take them for with Tito's dictatorship.
They
what they're worth!
·
would be declared enemies of
freedom ..if they would not coWRO WANTS A RIDE??? • • •
·operate in enforcing the tyranA. goodly number of Xavier's more rabid boosters donned their ous decrees and laws of Tito.
seven-league boots and traveled to Lexington last Saturday, but how They would be criminals if they
much larger would the local crowd have ·been had there been bus advocated the four freedoms."
transportation provided? Three out-of-town games remain on the
schedule, none of .them to 1be played in distant regions.
Besides
the many resident students on the campus there are plenty of faithful followers of Xavier's football squad who would certainly welcome
transportation for the Miami game at Oxford, the Bowling Green
Three serious gentlemen were
tilt at Bowling Green, and the Turkey Day fray with Marshall at
debating over their cups one
Huntington. This column can see no earthly reason .for those fans
evening on "Who is man's best
to be left out in the cold when bus or train transportation can 'be
friend?"
The first .was loud in
made available so easily. U such action is necessary, we urge those
his .praise of the dog, a loyal
who seek pre-arranged transportation for future games to make
fr(end, a dependable buddy who
their voices h·eard loud and long until results are forthcoming ...
never talks back.
The second
Good .week-end, Muskies, - get ,that win!!
insisted that a horse was man's
best friend; he is loyal and true,
SOMETHING TO ROLL DOWN PURPLE HEART ALLEY a beast of burden, a helpmate to
Frances Langford, film and radio actress, disapproves of mankind. "You're iboth wrong,"
efforts of veterans campaigning to get her the Congressional the third volunteered. "Man's
Medal of Honor for ·war work. "Visit any veterans' hospital," best friend is a male alligator.
she states, "and you will find the boys who have really A female alligator lays 10,000
earned this medal which I haven't."
·
eggs at a time. The male alligator eats 9,999 of those eggs.
If it wasn't for the male alligator, we'd all be· up to our necks
in alligators!"
-Margaret McCarthy in
The Catholic Digest.
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activities and maintain the
dormitory took place this week.
Those elected to the council
were Carl Hanifin, Edward
Glockner, James Charles, Bernie
Downey, John Cashman, William
Costello, Bill Scanlon, Robert
Dorsey, and Wally Segedi.
The council, chosen by open
election of Elet Hall residents,
will promote and sponsor dances,
parties and govern the dormitory.

Cecilian Club To
Sponsor Dance
-It has been announced by Jim
Weii, '38, now president of the
Cecilian Club, ·that the club will
sponsor a Halloween Da.nce on
Friday nite, , October 25, in the
c:;t, Cecilia School auditorium in
Oakley. It will be an open affair.
He also announced that one of
the functions of the club is
Catholic Action. Two study clubs
perform this function. Membership in the club is open to all
unmarried Catholic people over
eighteerf years of age, Mr. Weir
stated.

Don't Park In Faculty, Area

the XU NEWS office on or before
November 1, 1946, with name,
address, and telephone number
of the student.
Students whose hobby is photography are urged to enter the
contest immediately, bring cameras to the campus and take
shots of activities.
There is no
limit on the number of photographs to be submitted by any
one student.
Richard Boehle,
XU NEWS chief photographer,
will be available during the coming weeks for contestants seeking advice on entries.
Contest
judges will include Mr. Edward
Vonderhaar, XU Public Relations Director, Rev. Victor
Stechschulte, S.J., Editorial Adviser of the NEW:S, and the Rev.
Daniel O'Connor, S.J., Dean of
the Xavier Downtown College.
The Benefits of Chemistry
Man.y a fledgling chemist has
to learn the hard way. Fellow
students will never forget the
look of utter horror that came
across a chem. 8, lab student's
face as he watched a neatlycopied-in-ink Englislh theme dissolve in some spilled hydrochloric. Humble title of the theme:
"The Benefits of Chemistry."

Great Thanks For The Stronger Sex

TRUER TRAN EVER, TODAY
.''Our whole duty is summed up
in the motto 'America First'."
-President Woodrow Wilson
in 1915.

No Smoking In Class 'Rooms
NOW - its' just a penny in
a piggy bank.
But soon his
piggy will be full.
Then the
pennies will be taken to a real savings bank.
The bank will put his pennies to work. Some of these
·pennies almost certainly will be invested in electric utility securities. Banks prefer these securities because sound
•business management has made them a dependable investment - as dependable as electric service itself.
.So, the little boy has a personal stake in hte electric industry.
Practicaliy every American has - millions as
direct stockholders, other millions as savings bank depositors and life insurance owners.
This is the American econ1>mic system. It's called capitalism.
It's a good system.
It helped make America
great. And it will continue to. open doors of opportunity
for all little boys and girls with piggy banks.

. THE C.INCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

12.50
KOROSEAL ....

/

FLACH

BROTHERS

Wholeaale Grocer•

• • • •
2nd and Vine Street1

Cincinnati, Ohio

A Miracle in the Rain!
Koroseal, a flexible 1ynthetic, 11 •
miracle in the rain ••• it's 100% wa·
terproof, stainproof, won't 1tick, stif·
fen or crack in heat or cold • • • ideal
for traveling ••• A raincoat tailored
like the 1marte1t topcoat ••• brown,
black, green ••• sises 36 to 46.
Shillito's MEN'S CLOTHING •
Balcony
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Neiv Drive For
Patna Missions

An Anglican writes brilliantly
for the most-part about the tech(Continued' from page 1)
nique of that outmoded, disbetivities
as well as acting as
lieved spirit, the Devil.
A special drive for the P'atna, "spokesman" for mcist of the 2771
BY ROBERT L. OTTO, '30 9. Brideshead .R e 11' i st it e d: Missions in India will be under- students at X on educational and
Waugh.
A satire on the lack taken by the Student Council religious matters.
[Our guest alumni writer today is Mr. Robert L. Otto, former of moral fibre in English Catho- this year, under the leadership
Results of the elections which
editor of the X.U. News and Morning News Editor and News Broad- lic aristocracy and an up-to-date of Father Frank Dietz, Council will open Friday, October' 11 and
Hound of Heaven.
caster, Radio Station WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio.]
Moderator.
continue until° Wednesday, OctoXavier recently ·asked one of
10. Edmund Campion: Waugh.
The Patna Missions, foreign her 16 - the deadline set for
the former editors of its student
The heroic Jesuit who told the mission ol'ganization of the Jes- balloting - will •be announced
newspaper to submit a periodic
reportedly virgin Queen, "His- uit Order, have over one hun- officially in the next edition of
letter or commentary, a radical
tory will vindicate_
but she dred members, priests, lay bro- the News. Ballots are ito be
departure not only for Xavier
replied, "Oh, no; my boys will thers. and. catechists, who are marked, signed, and .placed in
but for most schools that usualwrite the history."
They did working with an enormous pa- XU News iboxes found in the Scily forget alumni, especially for.until Waugh came along. .
g?n pop~l~tion .of ever twenty ence Bldg., Elet Hall and the
mer student editors, except • . .
lL Mystic in Motley: May- eight mtlhon HI~d~s? Moham- Field House. Ballots will be kept
But skipping that, this former
strictly confidential and each
nard:
About St. Philip Neri, medans an? ~bongimes.
editor is glad to have the chance,
Patna Missions depend a great class will elect four representa- '·
the Italian -who loved a joke
and he hopes a legion of alumni
deal upon Xavier University for tives.
and got to ·Heaven thereby.
will take advantage of what aptheir support. In the•. past,
12. Our Good Neighbor Hur- Xavier students have been genpears to be a sane policy: givdle: White.
A disclosure of the erous with their donations, and
ing the students a glimpse or
trouble being made for Catholi- have played an important part
two of the alumni mind.
It
(Continued from Page 1)
cism south of the •border and by in the spreading of the word of
will be as comical as it is inthe Parkway to Cleveland Ave.,
whom.
God in pa'gan lands.
structive.
Whether the presto Dalton and then to the ball
ent effort falls into either cat13. Isabella of Spain: William
park.
At Crosley Field, cereegory is for the student readers
Thomas Walsh.
You can't un- ATHENAEUM REAPPEARS monies will consist of the re1.o judge.
derstand the Spanish Civil War
This week saw the reappear- m:wal of the Holy Name pledge,
But the.re is this to be said
without this, and with it you can ance of the Xavier Athenaeum, a sermon, and th'e Bendediction
for the policy: the writer wishes
fathom reasons for the L~fties' quarterly publication of the Uni- of the Blessed Sacrament.
Bob otto
that when he was a student at
unceasing campaigns a g a l n st .versity, after a lapse of three -Because of the lack of uniforms,
Avondale the alumni had e~- Hiroshima.
What answer have Iberia.
years. This issue marks its re- the R.O.T.C. unit will not reppressed themselves frankly m , you for those who are building
How14. The H-istory of the Irish inaugural as a part of the liter- resent Xavier this year.
print, just as they do at down- anatomic philosophy that chal- Race: Seumas Mac Manus. Only ary efforts of Xavier students ever, all of the dorm students,
town lunches when the coach is Jenges what you learn at Xavier? an Irishman can understand the along with the newspaper and who are members Of Bellarmine
taken apart for producing a Here's that answer.
Chapel parish, are urged by
Irish.
Mac Manus does, and so the Annual.
Musketeer eleven th.at losc;s
6. Principles for Peace: Se- will you, even if your name's
Literary works published in it Father Dietz to participate as a
games, or when a X~vier presi- lections from Papal Documents. Schickelgruber.
Watch the bulletin
are accepta·ble from the student group.
boards for announcements as to
~ent decorates. a se~ior for g~~- Pravda and Izvestia say that the
body as a whole, athough in this
tmg A plus m philosophy i. - Vatican is a trouble maker the
where your group will form.
issue,
as in the past, most of the
stead of collecting. four letters m Paris Peace (?) Conferenc~ exworks have been contributed by
athletics.
I believe that un- eludes the Pope. Find out why.
Attention! Seniors
Drugs-Wines-Stationery
members
of the Mermaid Tavdergraduates can profit as much
There will be a meeting of
7.
Major
Trends
in
American
ern.
Contained
in
this
issue
is
by alumni mistakes as by sucTlie Abe Baumring
all seniors in room 10 at 8
Church History: F. X. Curran,
a summary of the works of John
cesses.
o'clock
Monday
morning,
OcPharmacy
T.his is a prelude to what S.J. Why is a majority of Am- tober 14, to discuss plans for Henry Newman, together with a
3618 Montgomery Road
ericans
churchless?
brief history of his colorful and
might be an appropriate contriEVANSTON
8. Screwtape Letters: Lewis. the Annual.
enlightening career.
bution to the new 1946-47 edition of the Xavier University
News.
Not for lack of something better, but because good
books are important, this contribution will consist mostly of
•.
listing books a former student
editor has found helpful and
valuable through the years. Autumn is just about ready to walk
rcund the corner in full view
after peeping timidly through
the September haze (editors can
be poetic to a point, too), ·and
with winter evenings ahead a
good book can be coffiforting,
especially if it is meaty in these
days of black marketeering.
The Xavier graduate is presumed to have acquired a liberal education.
That's why
the books on this list represent
a Hber·al sprinkling of many
minds, most of those minds being sharp as a cleaver and possessing an insight that in some
(
instances has been mysteriously
prophetic.
None of the books
Every one is readable.
is dull.
Some of the authors are masters of . English.
Others will
have their names in anthologies
~~Remen1ber
so long as there is an English
•
language.
The books -are not
listed in the order of their importance.
It is a random listing, which is one of the joys of
a reader's journeys into wellj
written pages.
No Xavier student who reads any one of t~m
will be wasting his time. Here
goes:
1. The Battleground:
Syria
and Palestine, Hilaire Belloc.
Written a decade ago, it puts
the finger bn · the source of a
contemporary world trouble spot.
2. The Servile State: Belloc.
Interprets the modern drift toward state-ism.
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Democracy?

Parsons.
Take a look, and see
if you like the way.
4. The C a t h o l i c Pattern:
Woodlock.
Your
classroom
apologetics written understandingly by a Wall Street newspaperman.
5. God and the Atom: Ronald Knox.· You read and heard
John Hersey's pen picture of
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